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BATHROOM
COLLECTION
Laura Ashley takes its first foray into the 
world of bathroom design in 2013, with 
the launch of a collection which includes 
stunning sanitaryware, bathroom furniture, 
mirrors, cabinets and taps.

The collection features furniture hand 
painted in soft greys and off white or 
constructed in solid oak, with worktop 

options including honed marble and granite. 
Three sanitaryware ranges are introduced, 
incorporating basins and WCs spanning 
classic and contemporary styles. Finally, 
from the seriously contemporary open 
spout design to more traditional styling, our 
premium tap collection has been developed 
to coordinate perfectly.

DESIGN STORY
To create this collection Laura Ashley  
teamed up with experts from the bathroom 
industry.

Two years later, our combined forces 
have come up with a range of bathroom 
products which are beautifully designed, 
well considered and full of thoughtful 
details. That means the Laura Ashley 
Bathroom Collection is second to none.
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CUSTOMER 
SERVICE Let’s get social! Did you know we have 

a host of social media channels which you 
can follow?

www.facebook.com/lauraashleybathrooms
www.twitter.com/LAbathroomsUK
www.pinterest.com/LAbathroomsUK
www.youtube.com/lauraashleybathrooms

By choosing the Laura Ashley Bathroom 
Collection you can be assured of the  
very best support and aftercare for your 
product. For more information contact a 
member of our customer service team or 
visit our website.

T: 01225 303929
E: sales@lauraashleybathroomcollection.com

www.lauraashleybathroomcollection.com
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MARLBOROUGH 
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Quality and Craftsmanship
A classic collection with shaker styling, our Marlborough range 
incorporates units with five piece doors which are finished with 
adjustable soft close hinges.

Range
All Marlborough pieces are available in two options - solid oak 
with real oak veneered panels or hand painted cobblestone 
finish. Two distinct basin units are available - a 600mm door unit 
with ceramic basin and a luxurious 1000mm unit finished with a 
worktop in honed marble or granite and topped with a ceramic 
vessel basin.

Handles/Knobs
Whilst both unit sizes are fitted with chrome knobs and handles 
as standard, white porcelain knobs are available to purchase 
separately should you wish to give your 600mm unit a different 
look.

Secondary Storage and Illuminated Mirror
A coordinating tallboy features adjustable shelves and a 
reversible door for left or right hand opening. The above-basin 
mirror cabinet incorporates a single sided mirrored reversible 
door and two adjustable glass shelves, whilst the illuminated 
mirror has an infrared sensor for touch-free activation and a 
heated demister pad.

MARLBOROUGH 5
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MARLBOROUGH 7

Basin Unit marlborough 600mm freestanding basin unit in cobblestone painted finish £595 each p12

Basin marlborough 600mm ceramic basin £161 each p12    Tap York basin mixer with click waste £177.50 each p55

Mirror marlborough illuminated mirror in cobblestone painted finish £377 each p13   
Storage Unit marlborough tallboy in cobblestone painted finish £595 p13

WC bloomsbury close coupled wc and cistern with white wooden soft closing seat £593.50 p35



1
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MARLBOROUGH 9

Basin Unit marlborough 1000mm freestanding basin unit in cobblestone painted 

finish £1080 p12

Worktop 1000mm honed marble worktop £324 p12

Basin marlborough ceramic vessel basin £107 p12

Tap york side action basin mixer with click waste £177.50 p55

Basin Unit marlborough 1000mm freestanding basin unit in cobblestone painted 

finish £1080 p12

Worktop 1000mm honed marble worktop £324 p12

Basin marlborough ceramic vessel basin £107 p12

Tap york side action basin mixer with click waste £177.50 p55

Storage Unit marlborough tallboy in cobblestone painted finish £595 p13

Wall Cabinet marlborough mirror cabinet in cobblestone painted finish £323 p13
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MARLBOROUGH 11

Basin Unit marlborough 1000mm freestanding basin unit in pale oak £1190 p12   Worktop 1000mm honed granite worktop £324 p12 

Basin marlborough ceramic vessel basin £107 p12   Tap york side action basin mixer with click waste £177.50 p55   
Wall Cabinet marlborough mirror cabinet in pale oak £377 p13   Storage Unit marlborough tallboy in pale oak £705 p13   
WC bloomsbury close coupled wc and cistern with white wooden soft closing seat £593.50 p35



600mm Freestanding Basin Unit 
Oak unit with 2 soft close doors and 
chrome handles W610mm x H820mm x D415mm
pale oak  LA13041 £650

MARLBOROUGH 

600mm Freestanding Basin Unit 
Hand finished unit with 2 soft close doors and 
chrome handles W610mm x H820mm x D415mm 
cobblestone  LA13042 £595

600mm Basin 
1 tap hole ceramic basin
W650mm x H60mm x D435mm
ceramic  LA13001 £161

1000mm Freestanding Basin Unit 
Oak unit with 2 soft close doors,  
3 soft close drawers and chrome handles 
W1000mm x H740mm x D435mm 
pale oak  LA13043 £1,190

1000mm Freestanding Basin Unit 
Hand finished with 2 soft close doors,  
3 soft close drawers and chrome handles  
W1000mm x H740mm x D435mm 
cobblestone LA13044 £1,080

Vessel Basin 
Requires 100mm slotted waste
W405mm x H175mm x D405mm 
ceramic LA13002 £107

1000mm Worktop 
For use with the 1000mm freestanding basin unit 
W1020mm x H30mm x D445mm 
honed granite LA13045 £324

1000mm Worktop  
For use with the 1000mm freestanding basin unit 
W1020mm x H30mm x D445mm 
honed marble  LA13046 £324

To spot a great piece of bathroom furniture look to the details, such as timeless styling, expert 

craftsmanship and highest quality fittings. Marlborough has all this and more.

The Marlborough range comes with a 10 year guarantee
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MARLBOROUGH 13

Mirror Cabinet
Mirrored door and two glass shelves 
W500mm x H725mm x D170mm
cobblestone   LA13051 £323

Illuminated Mirror
Backlit mirror with oak frame
W570mm x H800mm x D60mm
pale oak  LA2012 £410

Illuminated Mirror
Backlit mirror with painted frame
W570mm x H800mm x D60mm
cobblestone    LA2011 £377

Mirror Cabinet
Mirrored door and two glass shelves
W500mm x H725mm x D170mm 
pale oak  LA13050 £377

Tallboy Unit
Hand finished with soft close door
W385mm x H1600mm x D380mm  
cobblestone     LA13049 £595

Tallboy Unit
Oak unit with soft close door
W385mm x H1600mm x D380mm 
pale oak LA13048 £705

Further technical information is available on page 59

Handle Options
The 600mm freestanding basin unit is supplied with chrome door knobs 
as standard. Porcelain door knobs are available to purchase separately.
porcelain handles     SP14400 £10.80 each



LANGHAM 
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LANGHAM 15

Quality and Craftsmanship
Curved pilasters and subtle beading bring classical carpentry 
into your bathroom. Hand painted in cotton white, Langham 
adds a touch of luxury to your period home. Units incorporate 
five piece doors which are finished with adjustable soft close 
hinges. The matching basin features a single tap hole and a 
classically styled three hole overflow.

Secondary Storage
A coordinating tallboy features adjustable shelves and a 
reversible door for left or right hand opening.

Illuminated Mirror
The illuminated mirror has an infrared sensor for touch-free 
activation and a heated demister pad.
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LANGHAM 17

Basin Unit langham 600mm freestanding basin unit in cotton white painted finish £595 p18   

Basin langham 600mm ceramic basin £161 p18

Mirror langham illuminated mirror in cotton white painted finish £377 p18

Tap clifton basin mixer with pop up waste £156.50 p53  
Storage Unit langham tallboy in cotton white painted finish £595 p18



LANGHAM
From the soft cotton white paint shade to the beading on doors and delicate styling of 

the legs, every detail was considered when it came to creating the Langham range.

The Langham range comes with a 10 year guarantee  Further technical information is available on page 58

600mm Freestanding Basin Unit 
Hand finished with 2 soft close doors 
and chrome handles 
W580mm x H860mm x D430mm  
cotton white LA13022 £595

600mm Basin
1 tap hole ceramic basin
W620mm x H60mm x D470mm  
ceramic LA13021 £161

Illuminated Mirror
Backlit mirror with painted frame
W590mm x H840mm x D70mm  
cotton white  LA2010 £377
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Tallboy Unit
Hand finished with soft close door & chrome 
handle W385mm x H1600mm x D380mm  
cotton white  LA13023 £595

Choose a  Clifton tap to complement your 
Langham furniture, view pages 52 - 53

GOES WITH



LANGHAM 19

1 2

3Basin Unit langham 600mm freestanding basin unit in cotton white painted 

finish £595 p18

Basin langham 600mm ceramic basin £161 p18

Tap clifton basin mixer with pop up waste £156.50 p53

Mirror langham illuminated mirror in cotton white painted finish £377 p18

Storage Unit langham tallboy in cotton white painted finish £595 p18

Basin Unit langham 600mm freestanding basin unit in cotton white painted 

finish £595 p18

Basin langham 600mm ceramic basin £161 p18

Tap clifton basin mixer with pop up waste £156.50 p53

1

2
3



ARTISAN
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Quality and Craftsmanship
Solid oak frames are matched with real wood oak veneered 
panels. The drawer runners are soft closing and adjustable and 
bespoke oak handles complete the look.

Range
Artisan basin units come in two distinct sizes and styles. A 
freestanding 600mm unit features two drawers and a ceramic 
basin, whilst the 800mm washstand has a single wide drawer 
and slatted base panel providing additional storage. The 
washstand is topped with a luxurious slab of either honed 
marble or granite and finished with a ceramic vessel basin.

Secondary Storage
A coordinating tallboy features adjustable shelves and a 
reversible door for left or right hand opening. The above-basin 
mirror cabinet features a single sided mirrored door and two 
adjustable glass shelves.

Illuminated Mirror
The illuminated mirror has an infrared sensor for touch-free 
activation and a heated demister pad.

ARTISAN 21
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ARTISAN 23

Basin Unit artisan 600mm freestanding basin unit in pale oak £705 p26  
Basin artisan 600mm ceramic basin £161 p26   Tap york basin mixer with click waste £177.50 p55

Mirror artisan illuminated mirror in pale oak £410 p26

Storage Unit artisan tallboy in pale oak £705 p27

WC bayswater back to wall wc with thermoset soft close seat £378 p51



1
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ARTISAN 25

Basin Unit artisan 600mm freestanding basin unit in pale oak £705 p26

Basin artisan 600mm ceramic basin £161 p26

Mirror artisan illuminated mirror in pale oak £410 p26

Tap lucca open spout basin mixer with click waste £156.50 p57   
Washstand artisan 800mm washstand unit in pale oak £565 p26

Worktop 800mm honed marble worktop £303 p27

Basin artisan ceramic vessel basin £161 p26

Wall cabinet artisan mirror cabinet in pale oak £377 p26

Tap lucca tall open spout basin mixer with click waste £177.50 p57

Wall cabinet artisan mirror cabinet in pale oak £377 p26

Washstand artisan 800mm washstand unit in pale oak £565 p26

Worktop 800mm honed marble worktop £303 p27

Basin artisan ceramic vessel basin £107 p26

Tap lucca tall open spout basin mixer with click waste £177.50 p57
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ARTISAN
Few bathroom ranges can boast Artisan’s loyalty to traditional cabinetry techniques 

and natural wood, whilst nodding towards contemporary, Scandinavian design. Craft 

and composition are perfect bedfellows in this range.

The Artisan range comes with a 10 year guarantee

Illuminated Mirror
Backlit mirror with oak frame
W570mm x H800mm x D60mm  
pale oak  LA2012 £410

800mm Washstand
1 drawer unit with soft close runners and wooden
handles W800mm x H740mm x D415mm 
pale oak LA13007 £565

Vessel Basin 
Requires 100mm slotted waste
W405mm x H175mm x D405mm  
ceramic LA13002 £107

600mm Freestanding Basin Unit
2 drawer unit with soft close runners and wooden 
handles W610mm x H860mm x D415mm 
pale oak LA13006 £705

650mm Basin 
1 tap hole ceramic basin
W650mm x H60mm x D435mm 
ceramic  LA13001 £161

Mirror Cabinet
Mirrored door and two glass shelves
W500mm x H725mm x D170mm 
pale oak   LA13050 £377
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ARTISAN 27

Further technical information is available on page 60

Choose a  Lucca tap to complement your 
Artisan furniture, view pages 56 - 57 for details

Tallboy Unit
Oak unit with soft close door
W385mm x H1600mm x D380mm   
pale oak LA13048 £705

800mm Worktop 
For use with the 800mm Artisan washstand
W820mm x H30mm x D430mm 
honed granite LA13008 £303

800mm Worktop  
For use with the 800mm Artisan washstand
W820mm x H30mm x D430mm 
honed marble  LA13009 £303

GOES WITH

Choose a  Baywater WC to coordinate with your 
Artisan furniture, view page 51 for available options

GOES WITH



BLOOMSBURY
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Basin Options
The classically styled Bloomsbury basin is available with one or 
two tap holes. 

WC Options
Choose from three WC options - either standard close coupled 
or, for an authentic period look, opt for a low or high level WC. 
The close coupled and low level options incorporate a dual 6/4L 
flush. The high level WC comes with an adjustable chrome down-
pipe and the chain pull can be positioned on the left or right.

WC Seats
Our range of soft close wooden WC seats are available in black, 
gloss white or pale oak finishes. 

BLOOMSBURY 29
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BLOOMSBURY 31

Basin bloomsbury 2 tap hole 600mm ceramic basin and pedestal £408 p34

Taps clifton basin taps £93.50 p53  
Bath Taps clifton bath shower mixer with chrome stand pipes £628 p52  
WC bloomsbury high level wc and cistern with fitting kit and black wooden soft 
close wc seat £917.50 p35



1
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BLOOMSBURY 33

Basin bloomsbury 2 tap hole 600mm ceramic basin and pedestal £408 p34

Taps clifton basin taps £93.50 p52

WC bloomsbury close coupled wc and cistern with black wooden soft close  

wc seat £593.50 p35

WC bloomsbury high level wc and cistern with fitting kit and black wooden soft 
close wc seat £917.50 p35

1

2
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BLOOMSBURY
Bloomsbury has classic period styling and refined contours.  

A deceptively simple design which will stand the test of time.

Bloomsbury sanitaryware comes with a 10 year guarantee (excludes toilet seats and cistern fittings)

600mm Basin & Pedestal (1 tap hole)
W600mm x H815mm x D510mm  
basin LA9111 £262
pedestal LA9115 £146
Total  £408

600mm Basin & Pedestal (2 tap hole)
W600mm x H815mm x D510mm 
basin LA9112 £262
pedestal LA9115 £146
Total  £408
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Choose a  traditional set of stand pipes to complement your freestanding 
bath and Bloomsbury sanitaryware. See page 52-53 for details

GOES WITH



BLOOMSBURY 35

Further technical information is available on page 61

High Level Pan & Cistern
Side inlet cistern 6L
W470mm x H2580(max) x D625mm 
pan LA9116 £268
cistern LA9118               £140.50
chrome pipe
kit & fittings LA9145  £402
Total (including seat)                 £917.50

Low Level Pan & Cistern
Bottom inlet cistern 6/4L flush
W470mm x H980mm x D725mm 
pan LA9116 £268
cistern & 
chrome pipe LA9117 £229
Total (including seat) £604

Close Coupled Pan & Cistern
Bottom inlet 6/4L flush cistern 
W475mm x H770mm x D680mm 
pan LA9119 £322
cistern LA9120               £164.50
Total (including seat)                 £593.50

Gloss White Soft Close Wooden Toilet Seat
Soft close bar hinge
W375mm x H63mm x D420mm  
gloss white LA9140 £107

Black Soft Close Wooden Toilet Seat
Soft close bar hinge
W375mm x H63mm x D420mm 
black veneer LA9139 £107

Pale Oak Soft Close Toilet Seat
Solid oak, soft close bar hinge
W375mm x H63mm x D420mm 
pale oak LA9147 £107



PAVILION
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Basin Options
Three Pavilion basin sizes make this range incredibly versatile, 
whatever your project. Furthermore, the larger two basin sizes 
come in one or two tap hole versions. They can be used with 
the matching pedestal or, for a more contemporary look, wall 
mounted with a chrome bottle trap. The smaller hand wash 
basin is wall mounted only. 

WC Options
The Pavilion range includes a close coupled and back to  
wall WC. Both incorporate fully enclosed sides to conceal 
pipework.

WC Seats
Our range of soft close wooden WC seats are available in black, 
gloss white or pale oak finishes. 

PAVILION 37
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PAVILION 39

Basin pavilion 1 tap hole 650mm basin and pedestal £405.50 p42

Tap clifton basin mixer with pop up waste £156.50 p53

Mirror langham illuminated mirror in cotton white painted finish £377 p18

WC pavilion close coupled wc and pan with gloss white wooden soft close seat £648 p43

Tap clifton bath filler with chrome stand pipes £523 p53



1
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PAVILION 41

Basin pavilion 1 tap hole 550mm ceramic basin & pedestal £378.50 p42

Tap york basin mixer with click waste £177.50 p55

Mirror langham illuminated mirror in cotton white painted finish £377 p18

Basin pavilion wall mounted 1 tap hole 650mm ceramic basin £254 p42

Tap clifton basin mixer with pop up waste £156.50 p53

Mirror langham illuminated mirror in cotton white painted finish £377 p18

WC pavilion close coupled wc and pan with white wooden soft close seat £648 p43

Basin pavilion wall mounted 1 tap hole 500mm ceramic basin £183 p42

Tap york basin mixer with click waste £177.50 p55

WC pavilion back to wall wc with white wooden soft close seat £411 p43

1
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PAVILION
A modern day romantic classic, the elegant lines and gentle curves 

which characterise Pavilion are sure to attract admiring glances.

Pavilion sanitaryware comes with a 10 year guarantee (excludes toilet seats and cistern fittings)

550mm Basin & Pedestal (1 tap hole)
W550mm x H910mm x D440mm
basin  LA9133 £227
pedestal LA9131               £151.50
Total                            £378.50

550mm Basin & Pedestal (2 tap hole)
W550mm x H910mm x D440mm 
basin  LA9134 £227
pedestal LA9131               £151.50
Total                            £378.50

500mm Hand Wash Basin (right tap hole)
W500mm x H195mm x D280mm 
basin  LA9132 £183
not compatible with pedestal
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650mm Basin & Pedestal (1 tap hole)
W650mm x H910mm x D440mm 
basin  LA9135 £254
pedestal LA9131               £151.50
Total                            £405.50

650mm Basin & Pedestal (2 tap hole)
W650mm x H910mm x D440mm 
basin  LA9136 £254
pedestal LA9131               £151.50
Total                            £405.50



PAVILION 43

Further technical information is available on page 62

Close coupled pan & cistern
Bottom inlet 6/3L flush cistern
W400mm x H840mm x D680mm
pan LA9129 £357
cistern LA9130 £184
Total (including seat) £648

Back to Wall Pan
W380mm x H420mm x D550mm 
pan  LA9127 £304
Total (including seat) £411

Gloss White Soft Close Wooden Toilet Seat
Soft close bar hinge
W375mm x H63mm x D420mm  
gloss white LA9140 £107

Black Soft Close Wooden Toilet Seat
Soft close bar hinge
W375mm x H63mm x D420mm 
black veneer LA9139 £107

Pale Oak Soft Close Toilet Seat
Solid oak, soft close bar hinge
W375mm x H63mm x D420mm 
pale oak LA9147 £107



BAYSWATER
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Basin Options
The Bayswater basin is available in three different sizes. All 
options can either be mounted on a standard or semi pedestal 
or wall mounted with a simple chrome bottle trap.

WC Options
There are three Bayswater WCs to pick from, close coupled, 
back to wall or wall hung, all incorporating fully enclosed sides 
to conceal pipework.
 

WC Seat
The Bayswater WC seat is manufactured from the highest quality 
thermoset material and features chrome soft close hinges.

BAYSWATER 45
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BAYSWATER 47

Basin bayswater 620mm ceramic  basin £194.50 each p50

Tap lucca open spout basin mixer with click waste £156.50 each p57

WC bayswater back to wall wc pan and soft close thermoset seat £378 p51



1
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BAYSWATER 49

Basin bayswater 620mm ceramic basin £194.50 p50

Tap lucca open spout basin mixer with click waste £156.50 p57

Basin bayswater 620mm ceramic  basin £194.50 p50

Tap lucca open spout basin mixer with click waste £156.50 p57

WC bayswater back to wall wc with soft close thermoset seat £378 p51

WC bayswater close coupled wc with soft close thermoset seat £701 p51
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BAYSWATER
Organic shapes and crisp, contemporary styling make Bayswater as 

pleasing to look at as it is to use.

Bayswater sanitaryware comes with a 10 year guarantee (excludes toilet seats and cistern fittings)
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560mm Basin & Pedestal
W560mm x H830mm x D445mm 
basin LA9103               £178.50
pedestal LA9104               £124.50
Total  £303

620mm Basin & Pedestal
W620mm x H830mm x D470mm  
basin LA9102               £194.50
pedestal LA9104               £124.50
Total   £319

680mm Basin & Pedestal
W680mm x H830mm x D480mm 
basin LA9101               £221.50
pedestal LA9104               £124.50
Total  £346

560mm Basin & Semi Pedestal
W560mm x H480mm x D445mm 
basin LA9103               £178.50
semi pedestal LA9105 £146
Total                            £324.50

620mm Basin & Semi Pedestal
W620mm x H480mm x D470mm  
basin LA9102               £194.50
semi pedestal LA9105 £146
Total                            £340.50

680mm Basin & Semi Pedestal
W680mm x H480mm x D480mm  
basin LA9101               £221.50
semi pedestal LA9105 £146
Total                            £367.50



BAYSWATER 51

Further technical information is available on page 63

Close Coupled Pan & Cistern
Bottom inlet 6/3L flush cistern 
W356mm x H803mm x D655mm 
pan LA9106 £351
cistern LA9107 £242
Total (including seat) £701

Thermoset Soft Close Toilet Seat
W365mm x H35mm x D435mm 
white LA9110 £108

Wall Hung Pan
Supplied with concealed fixings 
W363mm x H340mm x D548mm 
pan LA9108 £314
Total (including seat) £422

Back to Wall Pan
W360mm x H410mm x D555mm  
pan LA9109 £270
Total (including seat) £378

The Artisan furntiure range will 
complement your Bayswater sanitaryware, 
See pages 20-27 for available options

GOES WITH

GOES WITH

The Lucca tap range will complement 
your Bayswater sanitaryware, see pages 
56-57 for available options



CLIFTON

1  Basin Taps (pair)
Min operating pressure 0.1 bar
W48mm x H132mm x D125mm 
chrome LA1014 £93.50Stand pipes can be used with Clifton bath filler or bath shower mixer
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CLIFTON 53

1  Basin Taps (pair)
Min operating pressure 0.1 bar
W48mm x H132mm x D125mm 
chrome LA1014 £93.50

2  Basin Mixer with Pop Up Waste
Min operating pressure 0.1 bar 
W215mm x H110mm x D165mm 
chrome LA1016                        £156.50

4  Bath Filler
Pillar mounted, stand pipes are also available,  
for further inforrmation see page 64 
Min operating pressure 0.1 bar
W210mm x H185mm x D225mm 
chrome LA1017 £209
chrome stand pipes LA1019 £314

3  Bath Taps (pair)
Min operating pressure 0.1 bar
W55mm x H145mm x D125mm 
chrome LA1015 £104

5  Bath Shower Mixer
Pillar mounted, stand pipes are also available 
for further inforrmation see page 64 
Min operating pressure 0.1 bar
W210mm x H370mm x D225mm 
chrome LA1018 £314
chrome stand pipes LA1019 £314

2 3

4 5

All Clifton taps have brass bodied construction and feature quarter turn ceramic disc valves  All taps come with a 10 year guarantee     
Further technical information is available on page 64



YORK
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YORK 55

1  Basin Mixer with Click Waste
Min operating pressure 0.1 bar
W215mm x H229mm x D180mm 
chrome LA1009                        £177.50

3  Bath Filler
Deck mounted
Min operating pressure 0.3 bar
W250mm x H256mm x D195mm 
chrome LA1012 £209

2  Side Action Basin Mixer with Click Waste
Min operating pressure 0.2 bar
W93mm x H345mm x D230mm 
chrome LA1011                        £177.50

4  Bath Shower Mixer
Deck mounted with hand shower & wall bracket 
Min operating pressure 0.3 bar
W250mm x H256mm x D195mm 
chrome LA1013 £314

1 2

3 4

 All taps come with a 10 year guarantee     
Further technical information is available on page 65

All York taps have brass bodied construction and feature quarter turn ceramic disc valves with 
the exception of the side action basin mixer which has mono mixer ceramic disc technology



LUCCA
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LUCCA 57

1  Open Spout Basin Mixer with Click Waste*
Min operating pressure 0.5 bar
W46mm x H170mm x D140mm 
chrome LA1001                        £156.50

3  Open Spout Bath Filler
Deck mounted
Min operating pressure 0.5 bar
W230mm x H170mm x D150mm 
chrome LA1003 £314

2  Tall Open Spout Basin Mixer with Click Waste*
Min operating pressure 0.5 bar 
W50mm x H308mm x D140mm 
chrome LA1002                       £177.50

4  Open Spout Bath Shower Mixer
Deck mounted with hand shower & wall bracket 
Min operating pressure 0.5 bar 
W230mm x H170mm x D150mm 
chrome LA1004 £419

1 2

3 4

 All taps come with a 10 year guarantee     
Further technical information is available on page 65

All Lucca taps have brass bodied construction and feature quarter turn ceramic disc valves with 
the exception of those marked * which have mono mixer ceramic disc technology



TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
From full codes, finishes and pricing, to 

dimensional diagrams and guarantees, all the 

technical information you need to know about 

Laura Ashley Bathroom Collection products 

can be found in the following pages. 

Langham bathroom furniture comes with a 10 year guarantee
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600mm Basin
 white LA13021 £161

Illuminated Mirror
cotton white LA2010 £377

Tallboy Unit
cotton white LA13023 £595

LANGHAM FURNITURE



Marlborough bathroom furniture comes with a 10 year guarantee

TECHNICAL 59MARLBOROUGH FURNITURE
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1000mm Freestanding Basin Unit
pale oak  LA13043 £1,190
cobblestone LA13044 £1,080

Vessel Basin
white  LA13002 £107

600mm Freestanding Basin Unit
pale oak  LA13041 £650
cobblestone LA13042 £595

650mm Basin
white  LA13001 £161

Illuminated Mirror
pale oak  LA2012 £410
cobblestone LA2011 £377

Mirror Cabinet
pale oak  LA13050 £377
cobblestone LA13051 £323

Tallboy Unit
pale oak  LA13048 £705
ccbblestone LA13049 £595

1000mm Worktops
honed granite LA13045 £324
honed marble LA13046 £324

1020
445

30



ARTISAN FURNITURE

Artisan bathroom furniture comes with a 10 year guarantee
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600mm Freestanding Basin Unit
pale oak LA13006 £705

650mm Basin
white LA13001 £161

Mirror Cabinet
pale oak LA13050 £377

800mm Washstand
pale oak LA13007 £565

Vessel Basin
white LA13002 £107

Illuminated Mirror
pale oak LA2012 £410

Tallboy Unit
pale oak LA13048 £705

800mm Worktops
honed granite LA13008 £303
honed marble LA13009 £303

820
430

30
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Bloomsbury sanitaryware comes with a 10 year guarantee (excludes toilet seats and cistern fittings)

TECHNICAL 61

600mm Basin
1 tap hole LA9111 £262
2 tap hole LA9112 £262

Pedestal
white LA9115 £146

Soft Close Toilet Seat
gloss white  LA9140 £107
black veneer  LA9139 £107
pale oak  LA9147 £107

Low Level Cistern 6/4L &  
Chrome Pipe
white LA9117 £229

Low/High Level Pan
white LA9116 £268
inlet height 360mm 

High Level Cistern 6L  
& Pipe/Fittings Kit
cistern  LA9118 £140.50
pipe kit  LA9145      £402

Close Coupled Pan
white LA9119 £322

Close Coupled Cistern 6/4L
white LA9120 £164.50

BLOOMSBURY SANITARYWARE
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Close Coupled Cistern 6/3L
white LA9130 £184

500mm Hand Wash Basin  
1 tap hole LA9132 £183
Right tap hole only

Close Coupled Pan
white LA9129 £357

650mm Basin
1 tap hole LA9135 £254
2 tap hole LA9136 £254

550mm Basin
1 tap hole LA9133 £227
2 tap hole LA9134 £227

Pedestal 
white LA9131 £151.50
For use with the 550 & 650mm basins

Back to Wall Pan
white LA9127 £304

Pavilion sanitaryware comes with a 10 year guarantee (excludes toilet seats and cistern fittings)

Soft Close Toilet Seat
gloss white  LA9140 £107
black veneer  LA9139 £107
pale oak  LA9147 £107

PAVILION SANITARYWARE



Close Coupled Cistern
white LA9107 £242

Thermoset Soft Close Toilet Seat
white LA9110 £108

560mm Basin
1 tap hole LA9103 £178.50

Close Coupled Pan
white LA9106 £351

680mm Basin
1 tap hole LA9101 £221.50

620mm Basin
1 tap hole LA9102 £194.50

Bayswater Pedestals
pedestal LA9104 £124.50
semi pedestal LA9105      £146

Back to Wall Pan
white LA9109 £270

Bayswater sanitaryware comes with a 10 year guarantee (excludes toilet seats and cistern fittings)
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Wall Hung Pan
white LA9108 £314
frame hole centres 180mm
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TECHNICAL 63
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BAYSWATER SANITARYWARE
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Basin Mixer with Pop Up Waste
chrome LA1016 £156.50

65

32

95

48
G1/2

132

65

104

36

145

55
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Bath Filler
chrome LA1017 £209

Basin Taps (pair)
chrome LA1014 £93.50

Bath Taps (pair)
chrome LA1015 £104

225

63

82123

185

180 207
G3/4

CLIFTON TAPS

Bath Shower Mixer
chrome LA1018 £314

Bath Filler with Stand Pipes
bath filler LA1017 £209
stand pipes LA1019 £314

Bath Shower Mixer with Stand Pipes
bath shower mixer LA1018 £314
stand pipes LA1019 £314

63

82123

370

180

225

207
G3/4

280

811

727

115180

1097

280

811

727

115180

912

All Clifton taps have brass bodied construction and feature quarter turn ceramic disc valves  All taps come with a 10 year guarantee     



All York and Lucca taps have brass bodied construction and feature 
quarter turn ceramic disc valves with the exception of those marked* 

TECHNICAL 65TECHNICAL 65

Basin Mixer with Click Waste
chrome LA1009 £177.50

Side Action Basin Mixer with Click Waste*
chrome LA1011 £177.50
mono mixer ceramic disc technology

Open Spout Basin Mixer with Click Waste*
chrome LA1001 £156.50
mono mixer ceramic disc technology

Tall Open Spout Basin Mixer with Click Waste*
chrome LA1002 £177.50
mono mixer ceramic disc technology

Bath Filler
chrome LA1012 £209

Bath Shower Mixer
chrome LA1013 £314

Open Spout Bath Filler
chrome LA1003 £314

Open Spout Bath Shower Mixer
chrome LA1004 £419
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YORK TAPS

LUCCA TAPS

 All taps come with a 10 year guarantee     
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CUSTOMER
SERVICE &
AFTERCARE
We set very high standards in design, 

manufacture and service. We also invest heavily 

in product improvement and innovation so you 

can be confident your Laura Ashley bathroom 

product is of unrivalled quality.

Guarantees

All products carry a 10 year guarantee 

against defective workmanship or materials.* 

Guarantees are for domestic use only and are 

not transferable.
*excluding toilet seats and cistern fittings

Replacement Parts

We carry extensive stocks of replacement parts 

and are normally able to dispatch spares within 

24 hours of request. Your attention is drawn to 

our policy of replacing any damaged part with a 

spare part where possible. Complete exchanges 

will only be made if damage is extensive.

Product Specification

We reserve the right to amend product 

specification at any time if an opportunity to 

improve the product occurs. All dimensions are 

approximate and are quoted within reasonable 

tolerances.

Pricing

All prices quoted are inclusive of Value Added 

Tax, which will be charged at the rate applicable 

on the date your product is despatched. The 

prices charged will be those ruling at the date of 

despatch and we cannot be held responsible for 

any errors or omissions in this brochure.

Contact Us

We pride ourselves on our customer service. 

If you would like any advice please contact a 

member of our customer service team.

T: 01225 303929

E: sales@lauraashleybathroomcollection.com

www.lauraashleybathroomcollection.com
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